Networks (VDTN) poses serious challenges on file transferring due to intermittent connectivity and packet loss.
INTRODUCTION
V ANETs always suffer from frequent disconnections; consequently, traditional routing protocols such as AODV [1] cannot be directly applied to these networks; however, there are many applications which tolerate delay as long as delivery is guaranteed. The networks (protocols) which are customized for such applications are generally called Delay Tolerant Networks (protocols) (DTN) [2] . The well-known AODV algorithm permits mobile nodes to obtain routes quickly for new destination and responds to link breakages and changes in network topology in a timely manner. However, as AODV has a limited buffer, it cannot store and carry packets when there is no route to the destination; indeed, if a new connection is not established in a specific amount of time, packets will be dropped. As a result, it cannot address the requirements of VDTN (e.g., frequent TCP uses ACK packets to guarantee in-order and fully reliable packet reception. However, due to intermittent connectivity in mobile environments such as V ANETs, it suffers from several shortcomings. This results in an increase in traffic load of the network, thereby leading to a rise in interference and collision, which causes an increase in delay and loss rate. To enhance the performance of message exchange in VDTN [3] , in this paper, we have proposed the use of fountain coding [4] in the application layer along with UDP in the transport layer, and a DTN routing policy is used in network layer. As fountain coding is applied in the application layer, in order to recover the file, all packets have the same value, and their order of reception is not important. This also obviates the need for using TCP in the transport layer. Furthermore, for solving the buffer space problem in the network layer, we propose AODV-DTN algorithm in which S-CF policy is added to the basic AODV algorithm, preventing buffered packets from being dropped; in fact, it sends packets to the application layer where a large amount of buffer is provided. In other words, a sort of cross layer interaction (between the network and the application layer) is used for transmitting packets. In order to evaluate the performance of proposed architecture, we have conducted an extensive simulation study. Using the results of this study, we examined how file size affects the efficiency of our architecture.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the related works. In section 3, we explain the fountain code and its characteristics. In section 4, we describe, in detail, the proposed DTN approach. In section 5, we bring the results of simulation of the proposed approach. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 6.
II. RELATED WORKS
Various routing protocols have been introduced and designed for DTNs. In following, we categorize the most important ones. The first category is based on having some prior knowledge about nodes' mobility pattern [5] [6] . The probabilistic routing was used based on history of nodes' encounters and transitivity [7] . Consequently, a message was passed to a new relay only if it had higher delivery predictability. It should be noted that in most practical V ANETs scenarios, the schedules of encounters may not be predictable. Even if the schedules are known, there may be some errors. In this paper, we neither use prior information nor we control vehicles' movement patterns for file transfer.
In the second category, nodes are aware of their location through some methods such as GPS. IHLAR combined geographic with topology based routing to reduce the end to-end delay [S] . Hello packets were used to calculate the delivery probability [9] ; furthermore, Hello packets were deployed to propose ORION improving delay and delivery ratio [10] . PRNFP proposed a position based routing algorithm which enhanced the performance of the system [11] . Some of these methods try to send message based on local information in each step that may cause to create a loop because each node selects the closest node to destination from its local point of view. Therefore, such methods may suffer from local phenomena. Moreover, greedy forwarding may lead to a dead end which means there is no closer neighbor to the destination.
One of the simplest and earliest methods in DTN is replication methods. A simple routing protocol named Epidemic Routing was proposed based on S-FC and replication [12] . Inspiring from this basic method, other authors try to propose more intelligent methods, aiming at limiting the number of packets propagated in network. The average copy count per message was tried to be reduced in different time steps called periods [13] . In each period, some additional copies were sprayed into the network, and each period had its own waiting time for message delivery. The Spray&Wait [14] algorithm sent packets to a certain number of vehicles which were selected randomly, and waited until one of these vehicles met the destination. In the wait phase, aiming at reaching a better performance, took advantage of mobility information [15] . However, the clear shortcoming of replication-based schemes is waste of bandwidth.
Different authors combined network coding with other DTN methods. The effect of different spraying algorithms and cost reduction of erasure coding were studied [16] . In [17] , the authors implemented the epidemic routing with network coding, and to obtain better performance they introduced adaptive scheduling mechanism. In [IS], by using erasure coding, along with estimation based routing schemes, lower delivery delay and faster distributing of message blocks were reported. Although the mentioned hybrid methods improved the delay and performance, they consumed extra bandwidth; or, they used mobility pattern to deliver the packets which is not practical in VDTN.
In [19] , authors were able to improve latency in presence of packet expiry. In addition, they did not use any mobility pattern, or they did not assume any inter-contact waiting time in their evaluation. However, they did not consider the channel loss in their simulation, and other important metrics (e. g., byte throughput and delivery ratio) are not evaluated.
III. FOUNTAIN CODES
A special type of network coding is a Fountain Code [20] , also known as rateless erasure code. Fountain code does not require a feedback packet for acknowledgment, and the original source file can be rebuilt up from any subset 978-1-4799-2093-8/13/$31.00 ©201 3 IEEE of encoding symbols from the given set equal or only slightly larger than the source file. Raptor Codes [21] , Luby Transform Codes [22] , and Online Codes [23] are some examples of this coding.
Fountain codes constitute a class of rateless codes, which can generate an infinite number of encoded packets based on the source file. For encoding packets, at first, a degree distribution should be chosen, which determines the number of symbols that would be summed up together into one output symbol by using XOR operation on the bit level. Each encoded symbol is generated randomly and independently by using the aforementioned degree distribution. The key factor of encoding and decoding process is degree distribution since the efficiency of the codes strictly depends on this degree distribution; therefore, some authors try to design an optimized degree distribution to improve the performance of fountain codes [24] [25] . Through reverse XOR operation, the decoding process is done at the receiver with respect to the degree distribution in the header of the received packet. The most important characteristic of fountain codes is that the source data packets can be recovered from any subset of the received packets.
Generally, N = K(l + E) packets are needed to decode the original file successfully where E is the overhead and K is the number of original packets that are going to be transmitted. The overhead, so-called E, normally is variant between 5 to 100% which depends on the implementation [26] . If N < K, the receiver does not get enough encoded packets to re-build the original file. If N = K, it is conceivable that receive is able to recover the original file. And finally, if N = K + E and N > K, where E is supplementary packets, the probability of recovering the original file at the destination is 1 -8 and 8 is upper bounded by 2-Kc• As a result, the larger the file size is, the higher the probability of receiving successfully at receiver becomes. The encoding and decoding process of fountain code has a low complexity and the required space for storing these processes are linear; therefore, the only cost of this coding is related to its excess number of encoded packets in term of load of the network. These characteristics of fountain code demonstrate that not only it can be efficient and reliable as TCP, but also it is universal and tolerable in intermittent connectivity environments such as VDTNs. The main advantages of fountain codes lay on its positive characteristics can be summarized in:
1-Lowering the complexity of encoding and decoding 2-Reconstructing the original file from any subset 3-Receiving packets out-of-order at the destination 4-Obviating the demand of an acknowledgement for receiving a packet at a destination
In order to reduce the delivery time and bandwidth occupation, fountain code, in application layer, was used for encoding and decoding process, and PUMA was applied in network layer [27] . Fountain codes were used to improve file transfer probability and efficiency [2S] . A comparison between fountain code and TCP in case of file transfer showed that fountain code outperforms TCP in typical cases of operation [29] . CFP [30] integrated optimal probabilistic forwarding scheme with fountain codes to reach better delivery ratio, avoiding the waste of the resources. FOCAR was proposed to obtain high reliability and low end-to-end delay [31] . In addition, it was shown that fountain coding could improve the data delivery in V ANETs compared to other traditional protocols [4] . In this paper, we are seeking a thorough and systematic understanding of the benefits and performance gains when fountain coding is used in VDTNs along with S-CF policy. Our approach uses neither a priori knowledge of network connectivity nor any control over nodes' mobility. To the best of our knowledge, this sort of investigation has not been performed so far.
IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , our proposed architecture for file transferring includes fountain coding in the application layer, UDP in the transport layer, and a cross layer mechanism which extends AODV for DTN (named as AODV-DTN). We assume file chunks are encoded by the sender according to a sample of fountain codes (such as Raptor [21] ), while the sender is off-line and stores packets in its own memory. Since fountain coding is used in the application layer, the order of packet reception is not important, and all coded packets have equivalent values. This feature satiates the demand for using TCP and its ACK mechanism in the transport layer; therefore, deploying a simple UDP along with fountain coding is sufficient. The main logic behind choosing this architecture is that in intermittent connection environments such as VDTNs, data packets and even ACKs may be in risk of loss due to frequent disconnections leading to several retransmissions. In such environments, traditional routings like AODV do not appear to act well. Indeed, they cannot store many packets for long time due to lack of buffer space. Consequently, data packets are dropped from buffer after short time. In addition to using fountain coding in the application layer, aimed at seeking a better chance to deliver data from sources to destinations, there is a cross-layer interaction between AODV-DTN and the application layer; that is, we add a large FIFO buffer to the application layer (Fig. 1) . Link_Breakage and Neighbor_Found signals are deployed in our paradigm sent from AODV -DTN toward the application layer. Each time a link breakage is detected, AODV-DTN sends a Link_Breakage signal to the application layer to inform itself that destination is changed temporari Iy. 
... Thereafter, AODV-DTN instead of buffering the packets itself sends the packets toward the FIFO module in the application layer to be buffered. The large application layer buffer prevents packet loss and drop at the network layer. Since the application is delay tolerant, we assume that the TTL of packets is large enough to ensure that all packets are delivered to the destination. Indeed, there is no packet loss because of TTL expiry. Later on, if a temporary destination (carrier vehicle) detects a new neighbor (through HELLO mechanism; see the next paragraph) that has a route toward the primary destination; the network layer gives Neighbor _Found signal to the application layer. Thus, buffered data will be sent to the newly found neighbor and then toward the primary destination. In the following, we explain the process in more detail.
Each vehicle, by broadcasting a HELLO message every HELLO _ INTER V AL [1] milliseconds, can assist in identifying whether a neighbor has joined or left the network. Each vehicle maintains a neighbor table to store information of vehicles within its transmission range, as well as a route table to store information about routes to destinations. In our new architecture, the so-called HELLO messages are utilized to detect breakage and establishment of links. Data are sent through multi-hop communications from a source vehicle to its related destination, and the active route for file transferring never expires unless a disconnection occurs. When the primary destination is unavailable, a disconnection happens, and an intermediate vehicle detects interruption. Hence, a Link_ Breakage signal is sent to the application layer of this intermediate vehicle, which is named temporary destination. As shown in Fig. 2 , from now on packets are sent to this temporary destination, and the AODV-DTN sends received packets to the application layer to be buffered. During the routing process, if the connection between source and the current temporary destination is interrupted, the last available vehicle becomes another temporary destination. As we assume packets do not expire because of TTL, they can be carried until an opportunity rises for delivering to the primary destination. Whenever any of the temporary destinations finds a new neighbor, the AODV -DTN protocol checks whether there is a route to the primary destination through the new neighbor by using route discovery [1] . If so, AODV-DTN sends Neighbor _Found signal to the application layer through cross-layer mechanism (see Fig. 1 ). By receiving this signal in application layer, the temporary destination commences forwarding its buffered packets. Otherwise, it carries the buffered packets until it finds a neighbor that has got a path to the primary destination. In forwarding phase, two cases arise:
1. If the desired file is not fully received in a temporary destination, it only tries to forward its buffered file chunks.
2. If the original file is received completely in a temporary destination, the original file can be rebuilt up at this vehicle. Then, it can act as a source vehicle and generate encoded symbols of its own from the full content, sending them to the primary destination. This helps the primary destination download and receive the desired file faster and more reliably.
While file chunks are being forwarded, if a route breaks, last available vehicle becomes a temporary destination for correspondence source which was previously a temporary destination. This continues until data are delivered to the primary destination. The operational procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . In fact, we may have more than one temporary destination each responsible for partial file delivery to the primary destination. As we use the fountain coding in the application layer, packets do not need to be received in order in the primary destination. Indeed, it does not matter which temporary destination delivers its packets first to the primary destination, and the sequence of received packets in the primary destination is not important. Furthermore, file chunks can be downloaded in parallel from a variety of temporary destinations. The primary destination, after downloading the desired file thoroughly, can close all connections irrespective where they come from [32] . This characteristic of fountain-coded data is critical in our proposed architecture so that we are able to use multiple 978-1-4799-2093-8/13/$31.00 ©201 3 IEEE temporary destinations trying to send their data toward the primary destination in an independent manner. V.
SIMULA nON
In this section, we show that fountain coding and S-CF policy results in significantly improved performance in terms of byte throughput and delivery ratio. We implemented all parts of the proposed approach in GloMoSim2.03 library-simulator [33] and use SUMO [34] as the mobility generator. It is asswned that the original file is recovered by an overhead of 10% (note that current fountain codes are able to achieve the overhead of 5% easily). The implementation of coding and decoding algorithm for a special type of fountain codes is beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, in the implemented scenario, the sender vehicle sends out a sequence of packets to the receiver. Whenever the receiver gets 110% of original file packets ( distinctive packets), no matter whether the order is preserved or not, it sends back an ACK to the sender. Thereafter, sender stops sending out new packets. Since vehicles normally tend to start communication with neighboring vehicles, in the conducted simulation, we choose 30 vehicle pairs in a way that their hop count distance is around 7 or 8 at the time of connection establishment. We simulate different scenarios with these 30 selected pairs, and for each pair, we repeat the simulation 10 times. The depicted results in following figures are the average of these independent simulations. In order to evaluate the proposed architecture, the following scenarios are considered:
• FTP: in which each vehicle sends out file chunks of size lKB using TCP. Therefore, it uses TCP's signaling to assure successful reception of file chunks. In the application layer, a standard implementation of FTP protocol is used. Besides, standard version of AODV [1] is used as the routing protocol.
• FOUNTAIN: in which each vehicle sends out file chunks of lKB using UDP. In the application layer, coding and decoding based on a sample of fountain codes like Raptor [21] is used, and in the network layer, standard AODV is deployed. This scenario was proposed in [4] .
• FOUNTAIN S-CF: in which fountain coding is utilized in application layer and the proposed AODV-DTN is used as the routing protocol. Details of the architecture of this scenario have been explained in section 4.
Byte throughput is an important metric which should be evaluated in VDTNs, because there might be the necessity to provide a kind of resume facility if a vehicle is not able to finish file(s) download in one-step. ::l 0.
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£: The effect of FIFO queue size on byte throughput of the FOUNT AIN S-CF is measured in Fig. 4 when the FIFO queue size is limited by different values. Fig. 4 shows that when file size is small and FIFO queue size is maximized, files have a better chance to be thoroughly delivered. However, when files enlarge, while FIFO queue size is kept small, the byte throughput is low. That is, several packets are dropped. This is related to lack of space in FIFO queue; in other words, if there is no free space in FIFO queue and the connection between a source and temporary destination is still available, packets will be dropped, hence contributing to low byte throughput. However, for alleviating the problem one can implement the FIFO queue on disk instead of RAM. Since the application is delay tolerant, then the imposed delay of retrieving file chunks from disk can be tolerable. On the other side, a proper prefetching of file chunks can decrease the imposed 110 delay noticeably.
The effects of highway length and the number of vehicles on byte throughput are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively in the case FOUNTAIN S-CF is used. VDTN characterized by its high mobility and fast movement of vehicles; indeed, vehicles traverse a path in short time. Therefore, when the length of highway is short, packets do not have the chance to be delivered to the primary destination. However, the increase in the highway length causes temporary destinations to find opportunities to forward their buffered packets. Fig.6 evaluates the effect of vehicle density when the highway length is set to 30 KM. It confirms that when the vehicle density is too low, byte throughput of FOUNTAIN S-CF is correspondingly low, because packets are mostly carried by temporary destinations when traffic is sparse. In this case, temporary destinations are not able to find opportunities to forward buffered packets to the primary destination. In contrast, increasing the number of vehicles results in a better byte throughput.
In Fig. 7 , the byte throughputs of different protocols are compared considering no limitation on FIFO queue size. As can be seen, the FOUNTAIN S-CF's throughput in terms of byte count is higher than those of FOUNT AIN and FTP. By taking advantage of fountain codes and S-CF policy, we can transfer a larger number of bytes in comparison to other scenarios. The reason of this result can be attributed to equivalent value of file chunks and reconstruction of the original file from any subsequence of file chunks.
Another important metric for comfort applications, which should be analyzed, is file delivery ratio, because, regarding their nature, vehicles can make use of such applications only if the related files are downloaded completely. The plot of delivery ratio in Fig. 8 shows FOUNTAIN S-CF has a higher delivery ratio in comparison with other protocols. The restricted size of buffer in an ordinary AODV conduces to weak delivery ratio in FOUNTAIN and FTP. Furthermore, in some circumstances, ACK mechanism in FTP compels the source vehicle to re send a packet, imposing some overheads on the channel. This behavior affects delivery ratio since fewer packets are delivered in FTP. Fountain codes increase the possibility of recovering files from out-of-ordered file chunks. The result of FOUNTAIN reflected in this setting was previously investigated in [4] . This feature can fade and cover the inefficiency of AODV in VDTN; therefore, as can be seen in Fig. 8, FOUNTAIN outperforms FTP. With respect to fountain coding characteristics, vehicles can gather file chunks and pursue their incomplete download form any vehicle they meet. As depicted in Fig. 8, FOUNTAIN S-CF scenario shows the best performance. In fact, because of the existence of AODV-DTN algorithm in the network layer, reception probability of file chunks is improved. As mentioned in section IV, in the proposed architecture, there might be several temporary destinations each of which may have and carry different file chunks. As a result, the chance of a complete file reception at the primary destination is raised. In other words, the negative effect of file size on file delivery ratio in the FOUNTAIN S-CF is less than other scenarios.
We compare download time in the above-mentioned scenarios, and the results are obtained based on the files received completely at the destination. As shown in the Fig.9 , FOUNTAIN S-CF requires more time to download files completely compared with FTP and FOUNTAIN. However, as observed in Fig. 8 , file delivery ratio is higher in FOUNTAIN S-CF scenario. We expect that using AODV -DTN impose some extra delay because of the application of S-CF policy. Therefore, in those applications where delay is not a critical concern, FOUNTAIN S-CF can be a good candidate for file exchange.
In Fig. 10 , the comparison of transmission efficiency (the number of received packets divided by the number of transmitted packets) among the aforementioned protocols is shown. Since FTP does not send extra file chunks and uses TCP, it has a better transmission efficiency. On the other hand, as depicted in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , FTP has a lower byte throughput and delivery ratio. FOUNTAIN and FOUNTAIN S-CF protocol use UDP to transmit files, and, as mentioned in section IV, they send extra packets for availing the reconstruction of the original file at the destination which contributes to wasting the bandwidth. The combination of the FOUNTAIN protocol with store-carry and forward policy degrades dissipation of bandwidth and improves transmission efficiency in FOUNTAIN S-CF. 11 , 12, and 13 evaluate the proposed architecture when stationary (fixed) Road Side Units (RSUs) intend to communicate with each other. This can be useful in many applications (including comfort and life safety) when some delay tolerant data are going to be exchanged between RSUs in highways without the existence of infrastructure. We set an experiment in which two RSUs with different distances (from lKM to 6KM) in a highway are considered. Data are routed (or carried) using solely vehicles. When the distance sets to lKM, the destination RSU is able to receive files with different sizes thoroughly in FOUNTAIN S-CF and FOUNT AN scenario. In contrast, FTP has a low byte throughput because of its characteristics (e.g., the need to backchannel for acknowledgment). Generally, the overall byte throughput may degrade as the distance between RSUs increases due to path loss. However, the increment in distance does not have a negative effect on FOUNTAIN S CF, which is because of using AODV-DTN algorithm practicing S-CF policy. Data are sent by the source RSU, and those vehicles which are moving along the source RSU start to carry the packets to the destination RSU. When the carrier vehicles pass by the destination RSU, they start to forward their buffered packets to the destination.
>. Fig. 14 , the distance of 6KM is a too long in such a way that even in FOUNTAIN scenario the destination RSU does not receive any of the transmitted packets. Furthermore, FTP needs a stable connection which cannot be provided because of fixed position of RSUs and mobility of vehicles. However, in FONTAIN S-CF scenario all packets can be carried and transmitted successfully. In Fig. 14, the byte throughput results are reported, and, as one can see, the byte throughput is 110% of file sizes. This difference is because of the imposed 10% overhead.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose architecture for file transferring in VDTN. The proposed architecture includes using fountain coding in the application along with UDP in the transport layer. We also propose a novel DTN routing algorithm based on the well-known AODV named as AODV -DTN and use it as routing protocol in the proposed architecture. The proposed approach achieves a higher throughput along with a better reliability compared to other approaches suggested thus far in the literature. Our results depict that the delivery ratios are higher in the proposed architecture compared to other alternative scenarios. Furthermore, the negative effect of increasing file size on file delivery ratio is lower in the proposed architecture. On the other hand, download time, in comparison to other scenarios, increases due to S-CF policy. We also show that for long-distanced delay tolerant inter-RSU communications, the proposed architecture shows a very good performance despite the failure of other alternative approaches. As a result, our proposed architecture can be a good candidate for delay tolerant file transferring in networks which suffer from intermittent connectivity including V ANETs. In future works, we intend to control the message TTL and clear the remained packets in the network after successful delivery.
